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Any folksonomy is comprised of these three 
elements, but we sometimes forget to 
leverage that a 'tagging' is an event in time.



  

Tracking how the tagging practices of an organization or group 
change over time can deliver valuable insight into what the 
organization is doing and thinking.

If the object being tagged is explicitly restricted to someone's 
performance or expertise, a very interesting dataset could be 
collected quickly.  What a group thinks someone is good at, while 
subjective, could be counted.

Perhaps more interesting is the potential for seeing the time-
lapsed tagging behavior around a collection of people's expertise. 
 Entire groups of talent could be analyzed as a whole with careful 
consideration given to the points in time where learning and 
understanding were apparently happening.



  

Our collective understanding of the world around us is largely 
constructed upon what others think.  We trust our neighbors more 
than strangers.  We know things because we have either seen 
them ourselves or because we have it "on good information".

On an individual level, the process of keeping track of what your 
neighbors' opinions are has largely been a cognitive exercise.  
Few of us took the time to document the opinions of our peers 
and acquaintances - much less analyze that documentation for 
patterns or correlations.  With the advent of social tagging, this 
collective opinion can be inexpensively visualized and reflected 
upon, counted and analyzed.



  

claimID.com : Changes due to a change in content



  

Jaiku.com : Changes due to a new population of users



  

Rise of Ajax : Changes due to a change in semantics



  

Liberal Blogs

Conservative Blogs

Gossip Blogs



  

Liberal : Blogads network of liberal blogs



  

Conservative : Blogads network of conservative blogs



  

Gossip : Blogads network of gossip blogs



  

Code4Lib Community



  

Code4Lib : recent del.icio.us popular URLs for the tag 'code4lib'



  

NonProfit Tech Community



  

NPTech : recent del.icio.us popular URLs for the tag 'nptech'



  

Questions
● What does the tagging practice of an 

organization/community look like?
– Can we see events? Is there any periodicity?
– What do the diagonals represent?  Changes in 

people, content, or semantics?  More than one?

● How does making this information available 
feedback onto itself?
– Does awareness change the behavior of a 

community?


